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Bismillahirrahman Rahim Alhamdulillah,

All praise to Allah, Who Alone has enabled us to continue our life and efforts for good, salawat and salaam on the Last Prophet, Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him) whose footsteps we will follow till the end of time.

Alhamdulillah, we have managed to organise this years’ 23rd IMAM Annual Scientific Conference (ASC) 2022. Praises to Allah for helping us through one of the most challenging years in history of health and medicine, not only in Malaysia but for the entire world. Unlike the last 3 years, we are now relatively safe from COVID-19 and hopefully Insya Allah, we might be able to keep it away forever. The last ASC was held fully virtually due to the pandemic. Ala kulli hal, it was still a success in its own way and we managed to do almost everything including scientific paper presentation and invited lectures from prominent speakers including from our brothers and sisters in Federation of Islamic Medical Association (FIMA). 2022 brought a new theme, ‘The Challenges in Healthcare Landscape: Reset, Refine and Reform’ aptly selected by the scientific committee led by the outstanding and tireless Dr. Elsa Haniffah Mejia Mohamed (and her amazing committee members). May Allah bless the efforts and sacrifice of all the personnel behind the organizing team in making this ASC a success. Alhamdulillah, this year we are able to organize a hybrid ‘full conference’ both physically and virtually according to IMAM’s tradition and concept. As always, we hope to meet old friends and welcome new ones in our efforts to make IMAM mainstream in society and also medical fraternities. Assalamualaykum and keep safe. Salawat and Salam to our beloved prophet Muhamad (Peace Be upon Him), his families, companions and the people who follow them. May the celebration of Maulidurrasul strengthen the love towards the Messenger of Allah.
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